Hello Class 5,
as a school, we have decided that rather than setting work for the Easter holidays we will suggest some activities – I am sure that many of you will have
many ideas of your own. This Easter break is very different to the usual school holidays and having a routine can really help.
Please keep up your diary, reading and those basic number skills but otherwise have fun in different ways and maybe learn
a new skill or two. There is a Bahamas Project (details are on a separate sheet) and do use the class email to send photos of
what you are up to or write a message.
Take care and stay safe,
Mrs Furniss and Mr Jones
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OPTIONAL BAHAMAS PROJECT – see separate document
A limerick
We’re a family in self-isolation

There was once a mission to land on the moon.
But the trip sadly ended too soon.
When an oxygen tank failed
Their mission was curtailed
And those spacemen they simply flew home.

It’s like being aboard a space station
Sometimes we feel glum
Sometimes it’s great fun
But we’re helping to save our great nation.

